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ROCK AGAINST SEXISM is a Boston-based g roup working to fight sexism and heterosexism by promoting women rockers and alternatives to mainstream "rock music." We'd love to hear from you; write us with
your opinions, favorite bands, and ideas on fighting sexism while having a rocking good time. Address:
POBox 390643, Cambridge MA 02139. O ur R.A.S. Rock-line number is 617-437-9593.
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For the best in zines, bands (live and on record), and loud angry punk women and men in these
days of corpo rate "alternatives", support R.A.S., with NO PAID ADVERTISING EVER!
Previous Issues of Rock Against Sexism still available! Prices include shipping (cash only please):
Vol. 2, No. .3 (1989): T he Anti-Censorship Issue, featuring Billy Bragg intervi ew, 1st Amendment facts, Censorship's Greatest Hits, poetry, reviews, pull-out poster. (16 pages, $3)
Vo l. 3 (1990): Cultural Subversion Issue, featuring Mecca Normal interview, To m Jennings of
Homocore interview, Graffitti tips, New Lavender Panthers, RAS herstory, poetry, opinions,
reviews, RAS actions. (32 pages, $3)

·,,,< .

Vo l. 4 (1991 ): Sex, Drugs, and Rock'n'Roll lssue, featuring Vivians interview; Fugazi interview;
discussions of dyke punk culture; views on rap music, protests and censorship, and Queer Nation; centerfold on S,D,RnR through history; pro-sex education; poetry, letters, reviews, RAS
actions. (48 pages ! only $4)

is simple gut reaction. No one has ever liked
feeling stupid. Much as someone without an expensive
education hates being made to feel stupid about not knowing
the traditional literary canon of dead presumably straight
white males, so does a live straight white male when the
tables are turned.
he's a well-meaning guy but makes one of those faux
pas. Maybe he's even in the middle of trying to express
his sympathy or support for cripples or Indians. We
correct his vocabulary, he feels shitty and then, automatically, resentful. Of us, of them, whatever. Hell, I
was just trying to be nice, screw it. That visceral rush
of fuckyou, which we've all experienced, might have to be
swallowed by a rebuked individual. But now it's hitting a
large and .powerful group who are touc~ because they can't
shake that sneaking feeling that their monopoly on .power
an end.
f~y
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about what I said because the whole thing was about freedom of speech and who am I to judge. But
I think you have to judge. We shouldn't get so paralyzed by fear of the judgement of peers. People
who get power or political parties get there because they're opinionated and uni-directional.

0
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Mac: I think they have a right to say whatever they think. But when you buy a ticket you're
supporting that.
Cri :
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I was talking to people about the Lollapalooza show and just from looking at the bill you could tell .
this was going to be a testosterone fest. Apparently Ice T offended a lot of people with his ''Yo yo

·

But also you have a right to say what you think about what they think. I mean that's free speech
too! You get to a point where in the name of free speech you can't criticize it.

M.A.: That's the kind of thing that hobbles the left. You have to make a distinction. It seems that
"political correctness" started with what I think of as ultra-radicals on the left ragging on
liberals. Then the right wing usurped it to have something to get the masses in step with. Not
much else was working. The right doesn't have an agenda that any thinking person would buy, so
now they're harping on this "left wing fascism" BS. I feel that I still want to rag on mindless
political correctness but I want to be careful to separate myself from the right. It's like the antiporn feminists being "in bed" with the right in that movement. I don't think the right really gives
a shit about women's rights but it was a way to add numbers to the cause.

Stu'

Cri:

Another reason the PC issue is so important for rightists is because it really is a threat to their
control of the universities in the next generation. In fact it's an incredibly small threat but when
you have feminists on faculties and women's studies departments and very few radical Marxists
left it's the last reminder that you have an alternative way of thinking. There were more of those
people in the sixties or even the seventies but now there's nothing like that to offset mainstream
culture. I think it's particularly a way of hounding leftists or any kind of alternative thinking
that challenges the status quo and traditional values out of the universities.
I actually read a large part of that Dinesh D'Souza book Illiberal Education and he makes the
same kind of points in a Mike Barnacle way that makes some sense. When I first came back to the
U.S. to go to college I didn't have any money. I applied for some tuition assistance. The guy said
this is a minority grant. So even though I qualified for it, I couldn't. I think that is what we're not
looking at. Some of the fallacies of Affirmative Action that in this recession era are making
people hostile. That seems more realistic than just saying it's the agenda of the right. This is the
kind of thing that made me pretty angry.

M.A.: But who did it make you angry at?
Mac: One of the reasons that the PC concept has caught on so quickly is because a lot of people had this
nebulous feeling that "maybe this isn't right." People have this resentment about certain things on
the left. It's not just a right wing conspiracy.
M.A.: But you didn't necessarily put all these ideas under the term "political correctness"?
Mac: No. I knew there were a lot of liberal ideas I didn't go along with that I thought were ridiculous.
But I didn't have the word PC.
M.A.: What I'm talking about is the concept of there being something wrong. That blacks and women and
other minorities have been shit on throughout this culture's history and people didn't know how to
fix it. So quotas came along.
Mac: I think the majority of people in this country disagree with the concept of quotas.
M.A .: But now it seems like there are a lot of people trying to say there's nothing wrong.
Stu:

There is a lot of anger around - like it's payback time or something.

Pam: So we're talking about the backlash.
Also, things like how visible queers are now with Queer Nation and all.
should they get to say what they want to and I can't call 'em fags.
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Stu:

Seems like a lot of it started because of all the racism and attacks on campus. In order to keep
things under control some of the university administrators started making rules about what you
could and couldn't say. Then the administrators said "it's our job to make sure people don't kill
each other."

Cri:

The whole thing makes me furious. I mean in some states a woman can't get an abortion and we're
worrying about whether some RCP boy can burn the flag on the Capital steps. It's ridiculous! I
think so much time and energy are wasted on things like this.

Mar: In that way it may be working - distracting people from ...
Cri:

It's distracting and polarizing people! There is a kind of smugness that some people.on the left
have in looking down on things like religion that are important to people. People get fed up!
"Who do you think you are telling me what to think and that what I do is wrong!" It's that anger
that's simmering.

M.A.: I don't know how long this has been going on but the idea of the liberals monopolizing the media ...
It depends on your perspective. From one perspective the media's a bunch of government ass kissers

and from another they're commie sympathizer dupes.
Nao: It's like there's a need for a scapegoat because people have a lot of resentment. It's a convenient
lightning rod for people who feel freaked out that we don't have the Cold War anymore. People
can't see why they don't have jobs.
M.A.: So when the economy sucks and the white boys can't understand why they don't have jobs. I think
white men are used to having economic clout and now all kinds of people can't find work. So it's
easier to think well someone must have taken my job instead of looking further. It goes back to
when we were talking about all the resentment for not getting scholarships and all. A lot of it gets
blamed on quotas but if you look at the whole country there aren't a ton of affirmative action
programs. The economy just sucks! But it's really to the right wing administrations advantage to
focus the blame on welfare mothers and immigrants.
Cri:

Like in the movie Roger and Me -what bothered me through all that is why did those people
accept those layoffs? Why don't they raise up in arms and go find this Roger guy and ...

Stu:

Maybe they sh<?uld have done something like that. But I read some pretty scathing criticisms of
that movie where he took ten or more years of events and made it look like it happened in a week.
As if those people could have figured it out if they weren't so stupid.

Cri:

The main point was - everyone got laid off, it was the last day, and they had a party! They were
drinking champagne and as the last car rolled off the line they were all clapping. This one guy
says "Why is everyone clapping? We don't have jobs.'' How can people see this happen and keep
voting the same way -

Stu:

They feel they don't have any power. That's why! They all thought "these people know better
than us...We didn't go to college - they did!"

Cri:

Many people who are certainly intelligent enough don't want to discuss politics. They believe
they are in a charmed circle and just don't give a flying shit! They don't analyze beyond Time and
Newsweek.

Mar: Is that true in the US in other than the priviledged classes? People do care but they don't know
what to do about it. They don't talk about "politics" but they talk about how we're going to get
food on the table. It's more basic.
M.A.: Let's be realistic- we talk about how stuff gets done but what do we do? We deal with
representation. We change representation of actuality but we don't change the actuality! We get
really mad about "why don't they make change!"
Stu:

But that's of value because here we're talking about the representation of all these people getting
upset with PCness! What were people in Washington, people in the street, caring about political
correctness? It's not an issue -yet it's on the cover of all our magazines. People are worrying about
"are my kirls going to be corrupted?"

Nao: It's on the cover of magazines, therefore it's an issue, like the Drug Problem - it sells magazines,
becomes more of an issue, and therefore sells more magazines.

Camille Acker·s New Book

Seethes
With lngratiat ing Drivel!

"Wow! This woman
knows that what turns
men on is women who
use their intelligenceto worship menl" Harold Bloom

Devastatingly Simple-Minded: Bound
to Be a Blockbusterl
Acker·s brilliant new tour-de-force transcends the deferential trajectory of her previous opus,
"Critique of My Grandmother's Bunghole", seering-genitalia in its relentless catering to the
male ego. You won't be able to put it down, and all the while it will put you down, again
and again.
"Makes me wanna learn to read." -Axl Rose
"I hate women, but I love this book!" -Al Jorgensen
"Right on, Camille! It's about time we put down feminists with more moronic-generalizations!"
-Norman Maller

Get your copy today! Available -at hipoise establlshments everywhere!

interviewed by Cristina,
Mac, Mary Ann, and Stuart
..... . .,
This interview with Ann Magnuson and Kramer of
BONGWATER took place when they played at The Channel
in Boston June 21, 1991. Ann M. writes and sings all the
lyrics, Kramer writes the music. Since that time Bongwater
released The Big Sell-Out ; rumor has it they've broken up.
Kramer: Are youing to all ask questions like simultaneously?
Stuart: Yeah, and see how you respond. It's really a psychology experiment.
Cristina: We'll give you affection and then take it away.
Stuart: We're part of Rock Against Sexism, which tries to promote women in music, kind of feminism through promotion
instead of censorship.
Ann M.: Feminism through fun! A novel concept.
Stuart: Yeah. We were impressed not only with your former work but with your most recent album, The Power of Pussy. It
seems that gender issues have come up, and we were wondering how that came about. How did that album come about?
Ann M.: I think it was, I had a story called "The Power of Pussy"
Kramer: And we·laughed. The same way we named the band. We heard something funny and we thought this is an interesting subject.
Ann M: We decided to build an entire album around it. It's a concept album, something I knew a little bit about.
C: Did the band start out as performance, or music?
Kramer: It didn't start as a band, it just started in the studio.
Ann M: It was performance on record. He called me up out of the blue and told me he had a recording studio at his disposal.
He had done sound for another band that I was in, an all-girl band called Pulsallama.
Mary Ann: Oh! That was one of my favorite bands!
Ann M: Yeah. I don't think I'd ever work with ten--certainly not those ten-- women again. Well, there were only one or two
that were really scary. Kramer did sound for us eons ago. I barely even remembered him.
MA: How long was Pulsallama together?
Kramer: Too long.
Ann M: I think I quit after about a year. I ran this club and we bad this women's offshoot group called the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Lower East Side which was a girl's only club. We'd meet in people's houses every couple of weeks and have public
dinners, and just cruise on our femaleness.
Kramer: I beard they rated guys' sexual performances and had them in a file cabinet on index cards, about what they like and
don't like.

-7 .

Ann M: It was basically a terrorist tactic. We decided it didn't even matter if this thing existed, we just wanted guys to think
it existed.
Kramer: To instill fear in men.
Ann M: Psychological warfare.
S: Were you working with them?
Kramer: Me? No.
·
f
Ann M: We would have these nights at the club: Christmas, Ladies Wrestling, and one of the ev~nts was called Rites o
Spring Bacchanal. We decided we needed some Bachanites, some kind of performance, so Pulsllama was dnunmed up.
·
·a smash
· ·
We performed and it was
.
. And so everyone went, 'Oh, this ts
MA: That's where the togas came from.
in around, and people were on musbroo~.
e ot a review--not even in a
Ann M: Yeah, and there was d~ad ~eat ~~f !urse, it turned into a night~e the ~ute w of dissent and disruption, and
pretty good!' and_we start~ do~g ~·g:. a; just went to people's heads, an~ an mcr~dtbl:a:~;in." I fortunately quit before
that I said "I am never going to be tn a
re utable magazme but a httle anztn
rrfendships destroyed, and really sa~i ~d ;fte~bat but anyway, to make a long story short ...
,
they opened for the Clash; I was fatr y o on

f

MA: So when you got into this you didn't think it was going to be bad.
Ann M: Well, then I was in a heavy metal band for a while, but it was more of a performance, and then J had a folk band-th_o se two concurrent!~. So as long as you don't stick in one thing for too long, you won't end up making enemies of your
d
Wh h
friends: The ~roblem is that everyone wants to get rich and famous off this stuff and then they start fight·
called ti was JUst fool~g aroun_d in th~ studio, so that sounded like fun. So we did, and then he sent the ta;!'a':u~d, anden e
nobody would release ti, so Shimmyd1sk started, and the rest is herstory.
~:You've got a very varied ~rowd t~night. There's the art-scenesters, there's people who must have heard your songs on
FNX, so that must be pretty mteresting. That's the whole scope of Rock Against Sexism. We don't want to preach to the
converted, we want to get even young guys from high school interested.
Ann M: I don't see any Young Republicans ~own here, but we have a pretty diverse crowd. I love our crowds.
S: Have you been touring out for a while?
Kramer: Fro~ the first days.
d'd tw dates in California. Prior to that we played a couple of gigs.
Ann M: We did a European tour, we 1 . o
Kramer: Our performances "."ere rare and .scb~·
t
'ty and spur-of-the-moment. I guess I'd gotten so si used to
Ann M: Yeah, I get stage fright. Kramer s 1~ on spon ena1
rehearsing everything so much, actually it's been realy good.
Cristina: Do you get any negative responses?
Kramer: [with German accent] Yes, in Germany they say 'Why do you play so many covers?'
Ann M: And we got this publicist friend of mine to send this guy at USA Today who wanted to do something on the TV
show [Ann Magnuson is a co-star of the TV series Anything But Love] a tape, and he did not get it, were his words. And be
gave it to the music critic at USA Toda --"Can you make heads or tails of this?-- and she didn't get it either. So it's two
different universes .
Mac: How did the networks take to the 'Bongwater' thing?
Ann M: They don't know, and they don't give a shit about it. They don't know anything, as long as I show up and do the
work. I did this awards show, this ultra-fashion rock show in Europe. I got to wear this fabulous gown. I wanted them to
say, "From Bongwater... " and they did during dress rehearsal, and some fucking prick asshole from ABC said, NO, she's
promoting this show, and we're ABC, and fuck Ann Magnuson and 'my lawyers going to hear about this, when I get back to
New York' and so they wouldn't say it. I could've probably fought it, but the atmosphere was so wierd that I just let it go.
Mac: So was it that guy who got you on the show?
Ann M: No, it was this publicist friend of mine, who was doing PR for it, who said 'you should be on this show'. So ABC
approved, said yeah that's OK, because I'm part of the ABC Family. The dysfunctional ABC family, the black sheep of the
Neilsen famil .
M: How did you get into the whole network thing?

Ann M: In another life I'm an actress. I've been in a cou le mov·

.
ou ~ow i/es, and a producerwh~ hked me was brought in to revamp
is definitely better than most. If they'd let me writ y
f. ~ steady paycheck. Its a good gig, it really is. The writing
is very clear.
e some o it-- ey don't; the division between the writers and the actresses

~at sh~w [Anything But Love] anyway, and...Heh,

M: You have to say exactly what they write for you?

Ann M: More or less. If something is really offensive, I'll say something. They've changed a few things.

~~ll""I·~~
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BONGWATER DISCOGRAPHY
Breaking No New Ground (mini-Ip)
Double Bummer (2-lp)
Too Much Sleep
The Power of Pussy
The Big Sell-Out

C: I saw you at the Brattle, a couple of years ago.
Ann M: Oh, yeah yeah yeah!
C: Are you still perfQnning your own material?
Ann M: Yeah, I did a show at Lincoln Center, at the Serious Fun Festival, and I was going to actually tour with that, and then
the [TV) show got renewed, and I'm kind of involved with Bongwater, and it's more fun, and it's actually
C: It's being heard by more people!
Ann M: It's helping me develop writing material, in more interesting territory. But I'll go back to that, just not right now. I
remember very clearly saying something about the Kennedy's being gun-shy, and I specifically remember a few people
getting up and walking out.
C: A few people walked out, \n1t ,most people were really happy you said it.
Ann M: So what did you all think of Thelma and Louise?
C: I was going to ask you that! All this male-bashing thing. I loved it, I nearly came during some of those scenes, especially
the truck-driver scene. And it was Hollywood, it's great that Hollywood can do something like that!
Ann M: I guess so, I just think it's kind of sad that there's so few movies that deal with women interacting with eac.h other,
that that has to be something wierd and radical and hype, and put on Time magazine like this is news!
MA: It has to speak for all of us, 'cause it's the only one...
Ann M: Don't you thi.nk it would have been better if Kathy Bates and Mia Farrow played those two parts. Because I find it
hard to believe that two gorgeous, real thin beautiful Hollywood actresses as two white trash women. I couldn't really get
over that hurdle, but there were parts of it I liked. And then, she bad to fuck the guy. Couldn't he just be some schmoe?
M: It's like they bad to have him in there to say they're not lesbians, and he showed her bow great sex could be.
Ann M: Right.
MA: Yeah, her post-rape trauma was alleviated with her first orgasm.
Ann M: Well, you can't expect too much.
C: The truck driver scene was pretty good. I was in an audience that was very mixed, and all the women were cheering and
o(4DPing.
Alltl M: I guess every little bit helps.
C: You know I think the time for being polite is over. I personally am not into that. The criticism too, I mean it was called
fascistic by some critics, 'fascist male-bashing'. Like, Eddie Murphy does a film, he sleeps with a woman and then, he fucks
her and then shoots her.
S: Yeah, it's like this whole 'P.C.' thing is a way to close down debate. All these film critics come out against this movie
because for the first time it starts to open up this area that's been completely closed down, so immediately it's fascistic, it's the
extreme. A few women become faculty at the university and their literature is considered with the canon, and suddenly,
"They're trying to take over! They're closing down thought! There's no more free thought! "
Ann M: I'm real pessimistic about the state of affairs right now. I mean, I think the media creates an awful lot of "issties" that
are really beside the point. I think they're smokescreeMand they're decoys. I'm not buying into any big conspiracy theories,
I just think the media used to be a watchdog, it's now a lapdog, and instead of talking about this movie, shouldn't they be
telling me about 40 million people being infected with AIDS, or the women... They are important things, otherwise we're
worrying about what Madonna's putting up her twat, this and that, and so much attention gets put into it. The country
deserves Dan Quayle. It should just get so bad, because the Depression... I'm just so ... It's Big Brother, totally insidious and
disgusting, people are not hip to media's manipulations, it's just frightening. I have no solutions. Just rocking!
Kramer: Rock!

Ann Magnuson oa " Follopio"

M.A.: Representation is important but it's not how everyone deals with issues. What's the difference
between an "issue" and someone's real life?
Cri:

You have to ask who are you reaching? Theory and practise - where do they meet?

M.A.: You have the PC argument within academia and in the activist community, too. A lot about this
controversy in the press has to do with academia but what about the effect of this backlash on
everyday life? Like coming out when queer bashing is increasing and how feminism has become
such an unacceptable dirty word! It seems like it's getting to a point where the extreme right says
you're a white male boy and you don't have a job because of quotas and a black man or woman got
your job and you have a right to go bash some heads!
Mac: Wait! Wait! "White male boys." It's not okay to keep putting down white male boys! That's
racist and sexist, just as much as putting down black men and black women, gays, anyone. It's not
okay and it's that sort of thing that made people like myself start complaining about it before it
became a mainstream thing. It's not okay for say, Greg Tate, in the Voice to capitalize Black and
never capitalize white. I think you have to make a distinction, as you said, of people on the left
who've said this is no longer right, and right wing people who are trying to use it against the left
in general.
Mar: Isn't it true that the voices that started this whole PC thing are predominantly white male? like
George Will?
Mac: I don't know. I know I'm a white male and I was against it long before George Will.
Stu:

It is true that there have been a lot of extremes on the left that have led a lot of people to get fed
up. Like you're saying the sort of worship of any poor, working-class culture no matter how sexist
or hypocritical because that group is oppressed. Any representation of that group is godhead!
Capitalism has taken a lot of that and twisted it around.

Nao: Do you think that if Dincsh D'Souza were exactly as he is but white-looking that anyone would
listen?
Mac: Is he black?
- He's Indian Nao: H e's not representing brown-skinned people as well as he represents white-skinned people as far
as I can tell. But we feel we should at least listen to what he has to say Cri:

What about Farrakhan?

Stu:

I think a white man saying the same things wouldn't draw as much attention to himself because
white men in general have had an easier time expressing their opinfons no matter what they
might be than black men who haven't had the same media access. This only happens when one of
them says something so extreme that everyone rushes over to see 'What are you saying? White
people should be killed. They're responsible for everything!" Suddenly they have this huge
national platform when there arc lots of reasonable African Americans saying all sorts of
interesting things and no one listens to them!

Cri:

There's got to be room for criticism. I was reprimanded once for criticizing clitoridcctomies for
being a white woman criticizing something that was beyond my culture. I could be coming down
from Mars and seeing it and criticizing and be right! It's just a fucked up thing. There's this awe
and respect for anything tha t's, say, a Third World culture, a hands-off policy. Why can't we
criticize it? There's got to be a point where we have a voice that's strong and can't waver on
certain issues. Black men should have a voice but stop oppressing women the way they do.
But I think because the academic community has more access to the printed word that they're
going to be pointed at.

Liz:

I just think it's treading dangerous ground to think we can look at other cultures and criticize their
process. I mean there's so much to work on in white American culture that I don't feel like I want to
get into other cultures. You know you said for black men to stop oppressing women. Well, for me
personally it makes more sense for me to deal personally with where I'm at. Let's face it. I don't
think we can call ourselves sacrosanct.
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Cri:

That's how you learn· voicing your questions or misgivings about something. I feel that the
political correctness about not voicing your opinions becomes a trap. You get accused of being
privileged, but I've never felt terribly priviledged.

Pam: But don't you think that by being white in this culture you are privileged? Don't you think there
are things you can get away with that a black woman can't?
Cri :

Yes, absolutely.

Mac: I don't necessarily agree. I don't foci especially privileged to be a white male.
Pam: How m~ny IDs do they ask you for when you go to a club?
Mac: I've been followed around in stores because I'm too young or the way my hair is cut. It feels like I
can't criticize blacks, hispanics, women, anyone except people of Irish descent! You have to be able
to talk to another and say this is good about you and this is bad about you. I live in a mostly
hispanic and black neighborhood and if I s~e hispanics throwing garbage over the fence all the
time I should be able to say this is bad. I don't feel I shouldn't be able to say that because I'm the,
wrong color. As a white male I've put up with a lot of shit, too. I'm in danger on the street! Maybe
I won't get carded as much when I go to a club, but there's a flip side to it.
I think that points to a reality that in America there are more and more people of color living and
creating their own kind of cultures here and white people who happen to run into those cultures do
feel threatened. There's a big demographic shift going on right now and it's making a difference.
In the past, maybe fifty years ago, there were probably not many places where that would happen
to you. Being white you would be in the majority almost every place you'd go.
Mar: But we still are in the majority most places we go. Let's talk about academia and the
predominance of white male thought there. Although there is an unfortunate struggle in your own
living situations, it's still the case that the ideas and decisions that affect the most people arc
still being made by privileged people who are white.
\

Cri:
--'
__,

,__,

There are still only a few women professionals in the department where I work. You've got to look
at the fact that things arc being run by men.
' .. i.· · • r ·.~,..~. ,
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Mac: Men. Yes, definitely.
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M.A.: Phew! I though I was having a Twilight Zone experience.
experience was being negated before my eyes!
Stu:

The only way that change is going to happen is people protesting when they sec something really
offensive.

Cri:

That seems so simple. But it's not. Because even when I protest among my work community, people
that are intelligent and very educated, most of them master's graduates, they look at me as if "un
hmm" they're bored. They don't want to know about it. They want to go home to dinner.

M.A.: Education has next to nothing to do with any of these biases. You can have a PhD from Harvard
and still be a bigot! From most of my education,. I wouldn't know black people did anything! If I
didn't tum it around 1800 the other way I wouldn't think women did anything, either. I wouldn't
think women wrote, or painted, or made music, or built buildings, or anything! You can go through
the education system and still ·know so little!
Nao: There Isn't enough PC in education.
Liz:

It's a couple people making an outcry about anti-semitic remarks or racist remarks or whatever. It
doesn't mean that anything is really taken care of with all the bullshit going on. It just means a
few people made a stink.

M.A.: But it's such a threat. As if it means if we\-e going to read Kristeva, we're not going to read Henry
James. It doesn't work that way. There are thousands of courses in colleges in this country reading
Beowulf!
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M.A.: That's why when you look at a culture and you ask is it inferior or equal you have to look at the
standards it's being judged by. If you're giving a couple courses to multi-cultural studies, that
\sf
doesn't subtract from all the rest of academia made up of the classics and Western thought. So if
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~we teach Afro-American history that means no one is going to learn about Thomas Paine or
·~11· ,~r·
something! But that's not the way ~tis!
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Stu:

Part of the problem Is that education in this country is in such terrible shape! You can easily go
~hrough ~O years of education and still never lea~ .about ~as Paine. It might be difficult, but ;
1t ls possible. "'""' y wo~r~
kl u lJ -";/
{..·!Is~ ~ - .._ .·· . .
.i·
A_. Jl~~ Jiill.&
~ . .1~,...41 1., 4 ..,~ ·M.A.: Seems like more scapegoating. A course in feminist theory isn't the reason you might not learn
:.,•
about him. If there's a problem with education you close ranks to protect your piece of the pie
instead of fixing the problem so that there's room for everyone.
4"

Cri:

It was the Jews' fault that the German economy was failing, it was ... it goes on throughout
history. There's always a scapegoat. What is it in our psyche that makes us have to point fingers
at others for our own failures? We do it in our own lives on a personal level. On a larger scale it
leads to a lot of blaming everyone else.

M.A.: You have lo watch out for that plunge into liberal guilt which is, on the left anyway, what ~
supposedly accounts for political correctness.
·
Stu:

Well for me, I guess, the PC thing is like an attack on my identity. I can sec where that might be
the case for women or Hispanics or African Americans. It's saying studying the contributions of gay
or bi people or anybody who's not already established is not valid. Each of us grew up thinking of
who we could be only in terms of what.we were taught. But say you saw a woman could struggle
and get a place in the university- then someone comes down and says these people arc ruining
education. 'We can't allow people to read about queers making a contribution or see women in
positions of power. Reading about it might allow it to happen!' That's why it seems like such an
emotional issue for those on the left and such an attack on people trying to establish their own
identities, and what about banning certain types of expression? We're Rock Against Sexism. What
does that mean?

.,

People seem to confuse criticism with banning! It's not banning to say, "Gosh, what you said was
really homophobic!" I didn't ban it, but I told you what I thought of it.
I'm thinking that since certain people don't have a podium to say what they want from.that it's a
kind of censorship. In the same way if someone gets up and says something very unpopular and a
bunch of people shout him down and threaten him ... that's a kind of censorship too - maybe? If
that's true then say David Duke is being censored or whoever - . Ill....
-....._
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If people have the opportunity to speak and people react, isn't that sort of after the fact?

\
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Sometimes because of a person's political position and what they might say, people try to prevent
them from speaking. And maybe in some cases I would support that, but what does that mean?
Pam: It means they can still go somewhere else and people could sec them if they wanted to. It's like if I
owned a bookstore and I decided not to carry something because it was really sexist, I think that's
my prerogative. 11\e thing should get published but I don't have to provide it.
But what if that stops being true? What if all the record stores In America stopped allowing a
certain record to be sold in their sto.res? ~ <J..<":-.q~,,.,. "~·-·/ .e: :ll . . ~~ - ~- ~'""' .
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Then it wouldn't be printed slncc th~re w;.id be~~ money to be made.
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Pam: I know what you're saying. I consider myself a feminist. I think that people have the right to say
certain things even though it makes me sick! Even though I don't agree with it, they have the
~- j
right to say it. My rights would probably be taken away first.
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Liz:

Mar: But why should you care If no record store carries a certain record?
M.A.: What If it's your record?
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But you're also saying you have the right not to provide a forum for it.
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Red Tomato:
celebrated SeedS
Out of the garages and basements of Jamaica
Plain comes ''wuzz rock," that blend of rhythm, noise,
and self-conscious statement that calls itself
rock/art. Apparently there was something called
Uncle Foamy, which you may remember (I haven't
a clue, myself). Red Tomato grew from that soil.
The tomato, as a plant, has an interesting history.
Horticulturists classify it as either a vegetable or
fruit, depending on whether they feel sullen or
amorous that afternoon. Historically, the tomato
was thought to be poisonous, because it is part of the
Nightshade plant family.
Unfortunately for those of you who remember
1970's Boston Lesbian rock, this particular species
bears no relation to Deadly Nightsha<!e. Kristin
Hohlstein, Luke Gonze, and Jon Hanley make up a
trio assisted by various impedimentia, such as pots,
pans, film can lids, a typewriter, and an occasional
guitar or xylophone.
They have been appearing in Boston area clubs
Since 1991, although their own publicity says that they
sound better in basements. I agree, and now they
have released a five-cut cassette, which means that
any of us can take a boombox into a basement to
hear them.
Luke Gonze, described as a heavy, balding
person who looks good in plaids, is the writer and
lead singer. After listening to the tape several times,
I still am not sure whether he is a talented musician
who has adopted the persona of a moronic young

white straight male, or whether at some point in his
life he actually had experience as a moronic young
white straight male, perhaps playing an extra in
RepoMan.
I am leaning toward the former, because he plays
this part so well. Without a lot of purpose and thought,
no one could sing such patently offensive lyrics ("Skin
lampshade on his head, man..."), sing them so badly,
add in those pointless guitar solos (a must for all
MYWSMs) and have it result in something you
really can listen to and enjoy.
Kristen Hohlstein, described as wearing blazers
and banging on things, gives us the musical
counterpoint behind Gonze's keyless ramblings. She
ties together the bangs, clatters, and occasional tones
of traditionally-generated music.
Hohlstein's
voice isn't featured on every cut,
and it makes a difference. "Blue Glass Stairs" and
"Paper Doll," cuts which heavily feature Gonze's inept
vocals, become downright accessible, even haunting,
under the influence of Hohlstein's background
harmony and an imaginative rhythmic structure. In
contrast, "Skin Lampshade" and "De-evolution #9,"
two cuts from the incoherent-rambling school of art
rock, present a gritty, stupid, drunken sod Tomato.
You almost appreciate the abrupt ending to "Deevolution," since you are tempted to turn it off at that
point anyway. Luckily it's the last cut, because it
would be a shame to have turned off the good stuff,
too.
• Ken Wi thers · l~·

Combat Rock

Intensive Care
"Assault Down Memory Lane"
Guilty Records
Charlotte, NC

T:

We got this album in the mail a few months ago, with
a note asking if someone would to review it. This is a
little late, but we haven't put out a 'zine since then:
These days, when you hear a boy band with left-ofcenter lyrics and some good rock music, you take
notice. Especially if they ASK to be reviewed in the
RAS 'zine. Shows good taste.
Intensive Care's album starts out with promise.
Lead singer and songwriter Chris Piegler sounds a
little like a modern-day Phil Ochs, with darkly
political words set to upbeat, even danceable, music.
The title cut and the following three (Stirring Up
Trouble, Song to the FBI, Marijuana Past) build up to
a hard-edged Dead Kennedy-esque version of Helen
Pardy's Perfect American, the only cut not written by
Piegler.

army drafted Elvis in 1958 but
dn't do much with him. Today~ savVl r service has enlisted the likes of
Mick Jagger, Jon Bon Jovi, and Ax! Rose:...
all in the persona of Sergeant First Class
Eugene Cedras, front man for Camouflage,
the army~ latest weapon.
Cedras explains that Camouflage performs "MTV-compatible" versions of the
rockers' hits on a high-school "recruiting
mission." Based at Fort Meade, Maryland,
the band is called in when "rec.n1iters say
they're having a hard time with the principals. We help them with the image of the
army and get them into the schools.'' Given
MTV~ visual onslaught, the brass knew they
"needed more than the music to sell the
anny to the kids.'' So Camouflage takes over
a darkened high-school auditorium with a
flurry of lights, smoke, amplified helicopter
noise, and the announcement that the
"strike team has landed." In face paint and
combat boots, the band belts out rap, salsa,
and rock in front of a jungle backdrop and a
mock bunker built around the drum kit.

Then it all breaks down. The right-on geopolitics
gives way to mildly objectionable sexual politics in
Tourist Attraction ("She said 'you treat me like a
tourist attraction,' I said, 'I can't help it honey, its just
the passion ..."'). The music becomes a mish-mash
of 'SO's revival and pop, and finally dissolves into the
undefined liquid that drowns most singersongwriters, even in the rock genre.
IC tries to end with one more stab at social
comment in their final cut, True Seeker. But by then
the thread has been lost, and this LP goes back on the
shelf, with the only the dim possibility that I may pull
it out sometime to listen to the A side again.
Sorry, IC, but don't let that stop you from sending
more stuff in.
-- Ken Withers

Fo1· home managers who wish to communicate more effectively with their
Spanish-speaking domestic he lp, these
two cassettes and booklet make life easier. Included are common Spanish terms
and instructions for each a1·ea of the
house and for each appliance. $23.95.
Order HS24400.
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I inten•iewed the band Consolidated over a year ago before their show at ManRay in Cambridge,
Mass. This i111en iew was lost and put 011 hold and then found after I moved twice across town,
and then had 10 wait for the next RAS issue. I talked with both Philip, the drummer who looks
surprisingly like Howie Mandel, and Adam, the outspoken, unnecessarily do111i11a111 and
hyperintel/ec1ualizedfro111111a11. I should add that Philip joined the intenriew about one-third ofthe
way into it, so Adam might be just a smidge less unnecessarily dominant that it appears here. This
inren•iewfollowed rhe release oftheirfirst fa/1-/engrh LP, "The Myth ofRock," bur before the
wriring and release oftheir second LP, "Friendly Fascism," both on rhe Nettwork label.
Consolidated draws heavily from personal, polirical experience, a fact I learned all too well after
this i111erview, when I noticed on "Friendly Fascism" that two song titles, "The Sexual Politics of
Meat" and "Unity ofOppression." stemmed from topics discussed here. In fact, I felt that much of
the inten1iew was an apology/or going the mainstream route, or at least an excuse/or why their
record sales and radio airplay are so poor. Looking back, it's also interesting 10 note how much
"postmodern" tennirwlogy is used--buuwords like "destroyed" and "fraud" when discussing pop
culture. I tried as much as possible to retain rhe flavor ofinjfecrion and i111onation ofthe transcribed
inten1ew tape, hence the use ofcapital le"ers and italics at rimes. I still can't decide ifI like
Consolidated yet, or be"er yet, if/ trust the genuineness oftheir PC-speak. You be the judge....
1

interviewed by Regina Gillis

Regina: I didn't get the bio from Nettwork yet, so I was just wondering about
your musical and political back~rounds.
Adam: We started in '88. Our common background is as professional musicians. Our experience
is obviously negative and exploitive--all based around the industry, either major label-level or
garage band-level. The three of us wanted to continue playing music, but we wanted to try, not in
too much of a utopian or naive way, but in some kind of practical way, to find circumstances under
which we could make music that wouldn't just be SO exploitive and with such huge
contradictions, and here we are just three years later, finding out that those contradictions are
almost impossible to avoid on some levels. But we've at least arrived at a situation with a label,
and with a band nucleus that we feel really confident we can address our views and confident that
they will be conveyed through vinyl, video and through live perfonnance the way WE want them
to, so that's kind of a small victory and a struggle. We're just really psyched to be representing our
interests as opposed to those of the industry.

R: When you say ''inyl, video and live performance, do you have a ranking or
preferences in using media?
A: No. We come from very conventional musician's backgrounds. We'd much rather be referred
to or perceived as ''bureaucratic entertainment specialists." Our point is that all these mediums are
really fucked up. They're really destroyed in many ways. We're just trying to use images and
narratives from all of them.

R: I've heard your music described as 'dipping into' a lot of different genres.
How would you describe your music.'?
A: I'm afraid we're guilty of not diversifying our categories enough for our purposes for our first
LP release, so we did get classified as, for lack of their creating a better term, "industrial hip hop."
But we do use electronic bats at times, we do use hip hop stylisms and we do expropriate black
culture at times, using what other people consider the rap genre, although we don't consider it as
such. We would always consider ourselves just 'dorky new wave political pop band'--either
'bureaucratic music specialist.s' or 'pop band.'
(Philip walks in at this point.)
R: In relation to that, who do you think your audience is?
A: We've done two extensive tours of North America and the first one we went on was a
headliner. We found out that our audience was heavily consisting of the industrial audience,
meaning progressive, violent, white males, just like the heavy metal audience, but different hair
styles, different clothes. Over the course of that tour and this second one, to whatever extent--we
have a very small following anyways--it has been evolving and transforming the whole time. I
think a lot of those people who found out the first time we played that they weren't going to get
their gratuitous assault fix from us kind of stayed away, and the people who were more interested
in the kind of music we do enjoy playing...
Philip: Yeah, and we definitely find more women on this tour coming to see us.
A: Yeah, more women, more non-whites....

R: Do you think it was the message that you were conveying that turned a lot of
people away--that they weren' t getting what they wanted'?
A: Yeah, and that's just another sad indication of the lack of power of the medium, and we tried to
convey that as bluntly and as oversimplified as possible in the record but. ..
P: And in our talks at the end of the show, when we talk about feminism and anti-racist ideas, I
think a lot of people, especially a lot of the white men, don't find what they're looking for in our
band ...
A: And they don't find what they're looking for when we tum the music off and they start
assaulting each other [referring to the fist fight after the ManRay show on their first tour]. And we
made that very clear the first time around.
R: Yeah, I was here for that
P: Or when you sign someone's poster: "Feminism and Vegetarianism--The Future' and they're
this white industrial guy or white guy or anyone that's expecting...
A: 'Schnitzel and Computers... .'

R: Speaking of ''egeta . .
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R: The response to "Myth of Rock' was initially progressive-slash-indie pop. Has
it been picked up by any of the other quote unquote black stations?
P: J think one cut was deliberately edited and marketed for urban radio, "Dysfunctional
Relationship." There's no way anyone in black radio...
A: Well, black radio/commercial radio never would play us...
P: Just like white commercial radio would never play us... But we were definitely heavily played
on the alternative black stations, whatever that is--community radio. We were on BeatBox charts
for quite a while...
A: But that has nothing to do with getting charted. There's a huge difference.
R: What's your experience with sampling, which you seem to do a lot of--and
being sampled? Ha,·e you been sampled'?
A: No, not yet.. I'm curious to see if anyone ever does. Our samples are so weak. We don't give a
shit what people do. We do sample other people and we've had to account for that, either
financially or ideologically. Wait--! know one band that's sampled us--"Different Story."
R: Coming from Rock Against Sexism, where we try, among other things, to
'demystify rock,' I'm compelled by the title of your album, The Myth of Rock.'
Can you summarize what it is that we [the culture) do?
A: Did you say "demystify'? That's essentially all we [the band] try to do--tale all the...
P: Myth about rock...
A: Yeah, the mythological aspects of it--and the euphomythicized aspects of power of pop culture-the enlightening and liberating aspects of entertainment--rock as some kind of statement against
censorship--there are all huge frauds. I mean, the album could have easily been titled 'The Fraud of
Rock' or 'The Maligns of Rock,' but it seems to be so engrained in our culture now that we took
more of a bombastic and historical term, that just to immediately...
P: But it has a lot to do with the literal meaning of what rock means today--the literal word 'rock'
kind of means "white" in the sense that in rock music, you automatically think of white music. You
think of Guns 'n Roses, The Rolling Stones...
A: You think of Elvis Presley and The Beatles... Or, if you think in terms of rap, you think of The
Beastie Boys and Third Bass. Whereas in the word "rock" you could think of it as a cultural black
American phenomenon that for years was not listened to by whites, and for years whites said it
was unintelligible jungle music--or and now, it's considered white, so I think it's a perfect analogy
for society, how things are taken away and...
R: How we assimilate?
A: Yeah, expropriated and them assimilated.
R: How do ~·ou feel about folk music and the 'folk renaissance,' if it's at all a
response to sexism or elitism in the music industry'? You know, Tracy
Chapman ...
P: Yeah. And Phranc.
A: Yeah, and Faith Nolan and people of that genre. To me, it's still problematic stylism. I would
say that any woman trying to express those views, it's going to be hard, in my book, no matter
what the genre they're appropriating for use of that. Folk music, to me, also embodies that same
kind of arcane racism and sexism as any other music. The fortunate thing is that it has so much less
of a macho, violent, sort of musical overtone...
P: But that's why it never reached the audience that it should reach. That's the problem with folk
music. It stays in its own circle, and never goes beyond. Tracy Chapman, in some ways, did.
A: She sure as hell did.
P: But J think her message was lost, unfortunately....
A: Well, her message could be construed as non-specific and ambiguous, like anyone else's. It's
just a stylism. Stylisms are all part of a music that's been destroyed. Everyone just has to use what
they use and try to account for it.--try to hope that it operates on their audience in a way that is
satisfactory to THEM. I don't know what Tracy Chapman thinks of the impact of her music--I'd
like to find out if it's satisfactory to her the way it's being perceived the way it is, or if it's not..

R: Or why she had to add drums to it-- is that, like, to sell it?
A: Is that occurring?
P: SHE ALREADY DID IT!
R: Well, I mean, she started out here, in coffeehouses, with just a guitar....
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Jl •hot I• the Artn
for the Needle Sxeha•ge Defelde f!octa F••d"
Harry Leno, an RAS member who has been active in ACT UP's IV
League in Boston, as arrested for distributing free clean IV
needles. These needles are essential to help stop the spread of
AIDS among IV drug use.r s. They are also illegal to posses or
distribute in Massachusetts.
Since our state and most of the U.S. still holds such
archaic, moralistic views about AIDS and drug use, the work that
groups like ACT UP/IV League do saves lives. We decided we could
help out with defense costs ands raise some consciousness and
money for further IV League efforts.
With the invaluable help of Desaray and Martin, the "Shot in
the Arm" benefit came together at the Middle East Cafe in
Cambridge. We want to thank the bands, artists, and audience for
taking part and making the night so great: Lisa King, Karen
Cummings, Pop Smear, High Risk Group, and Bulkhead.

P~OTDS

By

C>t\VID HENRY

I v.ant t.o express the deep appr.eciat.ion of ACT UP/Bc.aton·a ent.Sr·•
11leD1berehip f o r l< . A. S . ·a Middle llut C6!e evenin1 ben•fitins the ACT
UP I . V. Leacu.e. The !11-. •nd -.isle were t.errif'i.c. and the cha.nee

to set the word out on the I.V. Lo&sue ·o crucially l~port.ant work
la alweye appreciat•d . Th• donation wa..a ve-ry, very generous, and
"'•i 11 go • lona w•y toward aupplyina the I . V. Leaaue · a ne•d•.
Because t.M I .. V .. Leaaue. lUte the reat of ACT UP/Boat.on. ia s.6de up
~n t.irely of volunteer•, every cent donated •oee either direct.ly
towr.rd th6 pureohaae of the \.;lt a the lA"•fUe Oi~t.ribut~a. or t o h*lP
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R: How important are gay and lesbian ch-ii rights to you--coming from San
Francisco--in your music?
A: The idea of lesbian and gay rights just can't be divorced. It's something we've been called on.
One of the last cuts we wrote for our record is one of the first cuts we cut [from the record]. It's
sort of a historical assessment of lesbian and gay rights movement in San Francisco, originating
with Harvey Mille. We did a cut based on that, and it didn't make the LP because of musical and
time constrictions on the album. And we got a lot of flack from lesbians and gays that wrote us,
particularly two or three letters. These people were incensed-that we didn't understand the concept
of unity of oppression. So on that level, we definitely try to realize that, and we wrote this person
back and reassured them that our work in the gay community in the San Francisco area is pretty
well documented and has been part of our platfonn. We just had to think "if we are going to make
these kinds of statements in the future, we just can't afford to leave these interests out." They're
every bit as critical, obviously. Everyone has to make their decision on how they're going to
contribute to the eradication of this kind of oppression, but to view them as single issues is
insubstantial. You have to put them all together--racism, sexism, homophobia, oppression of
disabled people, species-ism··things like that, or just try to, at least, say in the context of a threeminute pop song, if that's possible, that they can't be taken separately, that they all have to be
figured in universally and dealt with, or else none of them individually is going to be eradicated.
You know what I'm saying?

R: I know what you're saying, but I'm not sure I agree with it, Tentatively. Are you going to
address it on your next recording?
A: Oh yeah, of course.
P: You don't agree with the iclea or unity of oppression?
R : No, I agree with that idea, with reservation. I believe in ooalition-building and working
together, but calling different struggles of different groups 'unity of oppression' has a sort of
~
generic, reductionist tone to it, es~ially when used by people who have a problem specifically
4tf
with gay and lesbian liberation. It's a lot easier for people to work around their queasiness with
~
gayness or sexuality by working renlly hard on something similar, but not the same, like racism or
~
any of the other isms out there.
A: No, what I meant to say is that everyone's got to have to decide where they're going to attack.
~
It's not like "You're going to individually impact all of those areas, or it's not a realistic
"' 41
~ ""
.~
expectation.• Or on a physical level, you can only do so much. But philosophically and
intellectually, if you understand in your mind, that all these things are linked, that's where you can
·~
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make a difference.
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local agenda, wherein the audience can attack each other and there's no music, no video, no lights
distracting it, however Jong that period of time is. That's our principle of creating accessibility and
creating interaction.
R: About the Q&A thing. It's really different and unique and maybe taking things
back a step for those who can't quite get up to that level during the time of a
performance. It gives a chance for fallout. But when you talk about contradicting
yourself--the Q&A is a great attempt, but at the same time, as a female, I saw
three, presumably straight, white men directing the microphone around. I realize
there has to be some kind of order, but...
P: Meaning us, straight white men?
R: Meaning men up on a stage, directing the discourse, Surprise, surprise.
A: Yeah, that's the only thing that we ask. We could tokenistically make sure that there was a
person representing all interests and all backgrounds there to mediate the mike but we just ask to be
taken for who we are, and if there's some form of overriding patriarchal tone there, then we're
guilty of that The only thing we can reassure you and the audience of is that we're not Phil
Donahue. The audience, at least, gets to drive the questions. And if it looks like there's some kind
of uncomfortable patriarchal setting that it's being conducted under, that's because it is. And we
just ask each listener/viewer to judge us within the context of what we're providing. People that
even ask us outside the context of the Q&A but within the context of the music ask us, "Why don't
you have a woman [in the band}? "Why don't you have a lesbian, a gay? Or a minority?" Well, we
don't We're not tokenists. We're just three white men and this is just the problematic nature of us
talking shit about these issues. We don't appear to be giving our perspective of the point of
experience of women or minorities. This is all from the experience of us, of three white guys.
R: Yeah, I noticed that disclaimer last time, too.
P: We forget to make that sometimes. There's so much stuff flying around and you don't even
represent yourself quite fairly enough. Someone goes away saying,"Those Bastards." That
happens--all the time. But that's what so great. People should be able to question their
entertainment.
A: Call them bastards--and write them--vehemently.
R: I think when you try to see yourself as Jess than perfect, you get, undeservedly, and
deservedly, sometimes, set up for more criticism. Maybe that's where that's coming from.
A: That's interesting. I would think the entire concept of success in the music industry is based on
the idea of creating an image similar to that of a political candidate creating his image, that is, of
perfection, of having all the answers at the right time, to fairly represent everybody. Maybe your
point is better in that people like George Bush do win, even though it's quite apparent to most of
us the level to which the deception occurs-it's so obvious--"I am a human being and I do have my
faults"-and end up within our system being castigated and taken down even further.
R: Like Muskie?!
R: Can you explain the militaristic stage presence and the podium you use in your
show? Are you spoofing on religion and militarism, or was that your way of
showing strength in your message?
A: That's all gone now. They're all just destroyed images of fascism and control and power and
legitimacy. The podium also afforded us the ability to not have a light guy where the lights could
actually be done from the podium. This time we're presenting a equally destroyed cosmetic
lu appearance of the "historical rock band."
...;

a R: Who do you think right now is the most dangerous person or institution?

~

A and P: White American males.
R: Specifically Americans? I can think of a few Austrians...
A: You're talking about in the world?
R: Yeah.
P: First world.
R: Do you mean that figuratively? White male as like person in power?
A: I would say people that control economic power, people who control imperialist power. People
who control the powers of the world.
P: I could also add males in general.
A: Or give you a personal account of his upbringing.
R: Why?
A: Just kidding. It's just such an impossible question...
P: It's only impossible because he doesn't want to put any subjectivity into it.
R: Jesse Helms?
A: He's just a product of bis interests of the corporations that keep in power. But who's behind
them and what's behind that? And what is his stuff? Thomas Jefferson-huge founding father/slave
owner who started the tobacco industry.
R: What do you say to people who view you as a band that suffers from straight
white male guilt? Guilty?
A: No, definitely not We stress accountability. We don't stress defensiveness or guilt.
Accountability is based on action. Guilty just further internalizes it and makes it more subjective
and delays action.
•
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Cri:

That's not realistic though. What record is banned all over the country?

Stu:

It's totally realistic! It doesn't have to be banned. It just won't get made. Let's say feminism isn't
very popular...

Liz:

Yeah, let's pretend!

Stu:

Right, and for 200 years women weren't allowed to really publish anything.

Mar: Why should you care, though, if one bookstore won't carry it?
M.A.: One reason is it could be you next.
Pam: Exactly!
Stu:

I can't walk down the street with my arm around another man without the threat of being beaten
up. That's about freedom of expression. There arc plenty of situations where people can't put out
records or do this or that because their house will be firebombed.

Pam: I have this magazine called Frighten the Horses and in it is this article where they quote Bush as
saying ACT UP has an "excess" of freedom of speech with their demonstrations! Pretty
interesting. That's our president!
Stu:

Well, he's said a lot of stuff about PC too! He jumped on the bandwagon pretty quickly.

M.A.: Yeah, at some commencement speech he gave Nao: I was trying to figure out where all these cover stories came from. I think that commencement
might have been the point where PC got into Time, Newsweek Mother Jones, etc
M.A.: So much for the liberal monopoly on the media.
Stu:

Even if the media wasn't behind this story because it makes money, there arc all those professors
in academia who are threatened by these ideas who've been trolled out by the media to give
expert opinions on everything. They're on Nightline enough and they say ''There's this serious
crisis in education! People are not even listening to me any more!"

Pam: When we talked about having this discussion, I wasn't really even aware of this big hoopla! I
was thinking about things in my own life. Say like with feminism, certain types of sexual
expression are bad, like S/M. That's where the repression comes in. When people I identify with
arc telling me that I don't have any right to express that, that's where this conversation was
intriguing lo me. The rest of it I'm sort of out of touch with.
Mac: I know. I really wasn't aware of all these cover stories.
Nao: That's 'cause we don't pay attention to mainstream media!
Liz:

As you were saying, Pam, we've probably all used the term "politically correct" in a derogatory
way.

Nao: It's not a term anyone would use to describe themselves.
Mar: It's all labels!
Pam: It's all pretty subjective Cri:

It's subjective especially if your experience has been of these people who have grand causes but arc
shits lo the people around them! That's something lo take into consideration too.

Nao: You can't become so theoretical that what you actually do doesn't matter.
Pam: Speaking very personally ...
Liz:

Good!

Pam: That's when I can actually talk about this. This is really personal, but something as simple as
deciding to shave your legs or not! TI1corctically, I knew it was bad to shave your legs when men
don't have to. But I really hated walking down the street with hairy legs and people staring. I
felt uncomfortable. But it was a decision to come to this point where if you feel comfortable it's
okay for you to do it. But it was hard because I was affected whether feminists would think I was
feminist enough! It's such a small thing but it's interesting to look at this whole process I had to go

•

I

through. I was really convinced at one time that if a woman dressed up in a dress and wore makeup she was bad! We shouldn't have to put on all this artificial stuff to beautify ourselves and
show off our bodie!;. Now I'm at the point where I think people should do whatever they want.
That's very liberating for me in terms of feminism in sexuality. So in my own life, at times, the
idea of political correctness kept me from doing some things.
M.A.: I don't think the original intentions of those people now called politically correct were to bug
people. The intention was to create change ...

There are?
Cri:

Yes. There's one at B.C., M.I.T., ...

M.A.: So what are we non-academics doing? And should we?
Cri:
Stu:

I
I

Pam:
Stu:
Cri:
Pam: Mud wrestling is the answer!
Cri:

Next R.A.S. event, we challenge some right wing honcho to mud wrestle!

·-

M.A.: Let's get Allan Bloom.
~-L
I just don't want to see this PC thing tum into an excuse to shut up people like us.
M.A.: Is it shutting us up?
Stu:

It is affecting people. Like bands who don't want to make political statements because people .,•
don't want to hear it, they're no fun ...

Cri:

I guess that's true, hut I think the majority of people who don't make
because they're lazy.

Stu:

But what about the people who are actually scared?

Cri:

Have you met any?

Stu:

Yeah! I'm one of them!

.

M.A.: It's happened to me too - around issues, say, of ~rnography. I went back and forth a lot, and had a
visceral reaction against some feminists allying themselves with right wing censors - then on the
other hand if I'm anti-censorship I end up defending Bob Guccione!
Mar: What a choice!
Liz:

That silencing is the only negative thing I can sec coming out of this. When I first heard about this
debate through M.A., remember how you had to explain this? I thought wow, they're finally
taking us seriously! You said, "No, Liz. They're using us!" I thought if they're up in anns about PC
types, they must really be hearing what we have to say! But I am afraid it will have the effect of
making some people afraid to speak out. I know how It happens to me (not because of right wing
pressure) but through communities I respect. I might imagine their disapproval of opinions I'm in
the midst of forming! I used to write more opinion pieces for, say, R.A.S. or whatever. I just

stopped because I could hear all the censors in my head and they were from outside, what I call
"PC types" saying "Wait. That terminology's incorrcct...That isn't cool Hmm..." I'd get confused
and feel fenced in. I'm just starting to do it again! I just wrote one today for Lesbian Visual Artists
Newsletter. I've realized I just can't be worried about stepping on toes. You try, you do your best.
Nao: Well, there arc real toes and then there arc these red herring, kind of manufactured ...
M.A.: Toes!

Pam:
Cri:

Critics, the music industry. Like in England there was this blanket admiration for rap. Not
looking at the sexism, this admiration for Public Enemy. I think some of it's really good and some
of it really sucks. Just like Rock n Roll! So why because you're a black artist should I have to bow
to you because of it? I think that's on the consciousness of a Jot of people, especially on the left.

Mar: Until 2 Live Crew who were so blatantly untalented and sexist! and while we're at it, N.W.A!
Cri:

Yeah, people said, well, we can't criticize them! As women, we have to be able to speak out about
it! My favorite example is a party in Brookline, a room full of white people dancing to "Fuck tha
Police." And I bet if y ;car
a ;ot
;stolen
u r you'd be kissing those cops asses! There seems to be an
essential hypocrisy!

Nao: Are you saying that i you re w itc you're not allowed to dance to tha
are?

and if ou'rc black you

Cri:

But rap is popular everywhere, kids in malls listening to it, all sorts of radio stations ...
M.A.: MC Hammer maybe, not N.W.A.! Don't misunderstand. A lot of rap is terribly misogynist and has
to be addressed but in this cu.Jturc, as a whole, rap is mostly seen as an aberration ... I think a lot of
white kids groove to it 'cause it's hip. But if they really heard some of the black nationalism in
some lyrics they'd be scared out of their socks! You sec on the train a guy gets on with Public Enemy
on a boom box and the whole car goes into apoplexy!
Cri:
Pam: Do it, Naomi! Do it!

Mar:
Pam: Oh yeah! I think so too.
Mac: It wasn't always that way - the early stuff had really positive messages - Grand Master Flash the message ...
Pam: It's a lot of the same old ego like in rock n roll, Guns 'n' Roses, whoever Cri:

...

But I can feel free to speak against Guns 'n' Roses!

THEMEKONS
The Curse of/lie Mekons, 1991( Blast First)
Live at Nightstage, Cambridge MA 7/3/91
Live al TI The Bears, Cambridge MA 10/28/91
The Mekons' latest album is a masterpiece, so it's only fitting that "111e Curse of the Mekons" nicely sums up their fates in tl1e music
business. At over ten years old, Ille Mekons are one of the few early British punk explosion bands still together, even tllough it's been
done with endless personnel changes. Says Jon, "That's the wierd tlling about the Mekons--we can't refonn to play in America 'cause
we were too stupid to even split up."
Co-writers Jon Langford and Tom Greenhalgh have written some of the decade's best music combining a socialist-feminist political
persuasion with powerful hooks and hauntingly beautiful melodies, many sung by vocalist Sally Timms. But until last year's The
Mekons Rock and Roll, which was their first major label record, they have been largely an indie phenomemon. Their success in
America led to the deal, which produced one of Ille great rock and roll albums of Ille past few years, containing such gems as
"Memphis, Egypt" and "Empire of the Senseless" (witll lyrics "This song promotes homosexuality; it's in a pretended family
relationship witll Ille otllers on tllis record").
Always critical of "rock", the Mekons tllen faced Ille curse of tl1e music industry. They were dropped when tlleir record failed to reach
company sales expectations, and when they turned in this latest album, which wasn't "commercial" enough. Like so many oilier indie
bands oflate, in a collapsing economy an~ an indie scene nearly dead frommultinational speculation and the CD conspiracy, tlley were
signed, barely promoted, tllen kicked off. Fortunately for tllem tlley have so many fans tlley have been able to put out this record on a
small Brit label. And despite the fact that it's only available here as an import, tlley've gotten unprecedented coverage in Ille indie
press, telling their tale of death and misery.

The Curse ofthe Mekons is a dark lunge at the heart of capitalism, with beautiful songs summing up the terribly depressing age we
live in by recasting it as a horror story. In "Sorcerer" Tom sings of "a bourgeois sorcerer/In a million factories department stores and
mills and banks dark powers walk in broad daylight, social forces driven in dreadful directions, whole populations conjured out of the
ground." In "Autllority" life in Ille "fully controlled simulacra" (gads! tllat french intellectual stuff makes it into music!) is described
in ways tllat most in the MTV age can identify with: "Watch me express myself/in the peak of fitness and health/in bondage I'm really
free/these chains are really me." "Brutal" tells Ille history of drugs as a brutal weapon of oppression from Ille English in China to Ille
CIA and the EEC, with the insistent refrain of "Here comes McDrug" over an almost reggae beat. "Funeral" makes fun of Ille glee
with which so many ideologues have greeted Ille so-called deatll of socialism, noting "This funeral is for Ille wrong corpse." The
unrelenting bleakness of the material does not ever come off as either depressi.ng or preachy, tllough. The Mekons have mastered that
elusive pop art of commenting on Ille contradictions of capitalism while eeking some joy out of living in it. "You don't find any
answers, you fmd a few problems you can sympathize with," noted Tom in an interview.
And Sally Timms soars witll a country-folk tune that harkens back to Ille early albums Honky Tonkin' and The Edge ofthe World with a
cover of John Sherrill's "Wild and Blue", a sure hit in any other world. Being in love is what the Mekons are all about, and despite tlleir
strained personal relationships (Jon and Sally were a pair, it seems), they sing with a simple authority about life, maybe from tllose years of
experience.
Live, The Mekons are a rowdy English pub band, bringing a drunken glee to the songs on their albums, and exchanging quips and
witticisms with the audience and each oilier. In Ille show I saw at Nightstage they were touring witll Ille bassist and drummer from Ille Blue
Aeroplanes, theirs having quit. By Ille show at TI's months later, they had returned with anotller woman bassist and Jon's brother on
drums, blasting through songs from Ille new album and even newer songs from tlleir next album, which will be full of love songs, "cause
_ the Mekons are full of love!". Their drunken antics led them to do a hilarious cover of R.E.M.'s "Losing My Religion" at Nightstage, the
band fumbling through as Jon made mock-Stipe ann movements. At ITs they were so 'pissed'(drunk) they were a little too loose, but
always entertaining. Sue Honeyman ("Honeyperson"), The Mekon's violinist, had just gotten married before this latest tour. Her honeymoon would have to wait for Ille end of Ille tour, they quipped. Too bad the sound was so terrible you could hardly hear her beautiful
playing. Like The Mekons, life goes on.
• St"•~t-
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Scrabbling at the Lock with Tom Cora, 1991 (RecRec Records)

1991 Singles set
Live at CBGB's, New York 6118/91
The Ex are an anomaly. Anarchists from Holland, they sing in English, put out vinyl records in an age of CD acquiescence, sing political
songs and play experimental music, and do it themselves when everyone is rushing to sign to some multinational corporation. And live,
they're unbelievable, energetic, explosive, powerful. I don't think I've ever been so blown away by a live performance, with the guitarist
wailing away on his guitar with bottles, mike stands, elbows, strings flying everywhere while the bass and drums pound a relentless,
polyrhythmi~ heartbeat and G.W. Sok spits out his questioning of everything we know while spinning and jumping back and forth. With
no resemblance to the macho posing that the "intensity" of so many bands consists of! Then the band shifts sonic gears as Katrin leaves her
drums to come forward to sing a song attacking "Stupid Competition" among women, or to play steel drums for a frenzied instrumental.
Fortunately, The Ex have become more well known here since Homestead Records put out 1989's Aural Guerrilla .. Their work has
spanned the past decade (see discography below), going back and forth between punk intensity and experimental sound collage. All with
uncompromising lyrics and politics, and packaging that is fun as well as educational. Their recent singles series (complete as usual with
Rodchenko-inspired sleeves and a cool box to collect 'em all in) shows their fingers always on the sick pulse of political life. 111e first
single "Slimy Toad" makes fun of Amsterdam's mayor who embraces Nelson Mandela while presiding over a city built on the profits from
apartheid and ending sanctions to sell Nelson out. The second single "Militan" is a couple of Kurdish folk songs by exiled Kurdish singer
Brader Musiki, living in Holland, and comes with a booklet telling the history of the Kurdish people, so important to understanding the
Gulf War and .the Middle East. The next single includes the beautiful Hungarian folk song "Hidegen" and the anti-rape "She Said", both
sung by outstanding Ex drummer Katrin; it's inserts are focused on violence against women, not only in general, but through the mental
health profession and Dutch women's organizing to confront their oppressors.
The new album was recorded with Tom Cora, the famous cello player, and combines the explosive anger of The Ex with.the experimental
arrangements most recently seen on the band's Joggers and Snwggers album. Every song is a powerful, angry cry, some from the European world, some inspired by Turkish and arab figures of resistance. As Tom Cora writes on the album cover, "It seems like The Ex show
their respecl for other people's music by making it as true to their own as possible." How do you write about a band like this? I'll quote a
few lyrics:
KING COMMIE
Out of the sewers come the rats
old rats! young rats! comrades?
a mishmash of misinformed reds
The deformed reform confinned
conform the roots of all rats,
a firm con to show where it's at?
King Commie is dead?
Who's to blame?
he wasn't even fat, how about that?
Lazy slavish chewers down the sewers?
too many reds to be fed?
oh King Commie is he dead?

A DOOR
Tome, war...
it means a door
opened, and then:
in one
split
second
the whole world collapsing
Someone standing there
with the terrible news,
that voice that says
your child is dead.

The real face is down the sewer
where the rot tends to grow to renew her - - - - - - - - - - - in the eye of the reborn consumer
says the presumer, turning red
Redecorate the sewers, say the rats
Anything will do but that
but King Commie, is he dead?
Hung by a massive thread?
a ratrace in the sewers?
time to place your bets!
Divers and strivers and
survivors in the red,
they all wanna get fat
ready for another prat
but what about King Commie,
is he dead?

((THE EX "6" SERIES
!~is is ISSU~ 6.5. (ii was scheduled for October but, hum. well.

its true. we're indeed about two monlhs late). Anyway, it contains a
7" record. a poster, leaflets and lhe slicker for the cardboard
singles box (which comes with issue 6.1).
Issue 6 wil be out end of the 13tfl month of 1991.

Issue 6.1 (February): a 7" record (with Slimy toadfJake"s cake) by The Ex.
Jeallets, a real Amsterdam scum·bao. and the cardlloald collecllon box.
Issue 6.2. (A~ril): a 7" record with Kurdish m11Sic (Millitan!Ceme Ryne) by
Brader Musikr and The Ex. leallets. a 24-page Kurdistan· booklet and a
slicker.
•
Issue 6.3 (June): a record (with Hidegen hijnak a szelek/Shc said) by
The Ex, Steunpunt ZeHcn·leallcts, a poster. and a sticker.
Issue 6.4 (September): a 7" plus bonus 7" with live recordings from the
s~cial Ex+guests·concert in U1e Amsterdam jazzclub Bimhuis. leaflets. and a

r

sticker.
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DISCOG RArll Y
ALL CORPSf.~ SMHJ. TllE SAME. 1", EX 001 (6_.80) llC R«:ord•
NEW HORIZONS IN REf,\11.lll:G · O"i T, OOJ (6.'80) Ping Pong Rm:mh
LIVE SKIVF. ·
EX 001 (11_.XO) Eh Record•
• DISTU!lnlll:G DO.\H'S'J IC PE,\CE. LP. l'X 005(I1_.80) Vcm:rnrJ<
WE,\PONS FOR 1-L 51\LVAIX>R · T. EX 006 (J-'81) fJ,50 R<ennh
VII.LA ZUID MOET lll.IJVEN. splol Orn 7". 007 (R-'~I)
lllS fORY IS IVllA I'S llAl'l'l·N lll:t; . I.I', EX 008 (J-'82) More Dl'M
DIGNITY 01' LADO UK· 4Xl". EX UIO,lll l/1112/111.l (l-'81) VGZ RcrnrJ,
TllMlll.T. I.I'. loX o 1·1 (4-'RJ) l'AI Rmmh
(;Oll:NA ROii TllE SPl'RMllANK 12", EX 015 (5_.RJ) Sniei:llC.:i:r Re<onl<
- EX 01" ('1ill rnntint! \ol:HJn'l)
TllE RED DANCE PACKAGE 'l'lit 12·. CN r 017 (11_.Rl) CNT PmJu<tiun•
111.Ul'l'RINTS FOR A 111.ACKOlJr · OLP. l'X OIR/1119 (.l -'84) Pig Orolhcr Pmlu<1iu01<
ENOUGH IS r:NOU<H I . '1'1017 ',DU 0175 EX 21 (R-'R4) Gr.rnuchJp
SUPPORT ·nm MINERS' STKIKE. l.P. l!AT 001 (2 -"R') Re<:ord.< Ag.lin<l ThJJO:hi""
PAY NO MORE Tl~\N 6 IR· <1'li1MC,KZ01 (<1_.RS) CJIW'o Now
POKKHll'RRIE ·LP. r0 X OH (9."KS) PockJ~illy R"orJs
1916 (fllE SPANISH REVOLll I ION) 2'7''t!"'otohonk, EX 028,1>29 (7_.R6) fa RumJ.,
JOO ~L\NY COWBOYS - 01.P, EX Olli-U-32 (6.'87) J~/Ron Johnson Rcrnrd\
DESTROY FASC/ S~f! · /\ntido1c r. TUNE 2 (6.'XJ) Loony Tunes
LIVE IN WROCLAW· MC, KZ I (M· H7) KED Tapes
llMWS UP! YOU KE I KHo. 1.r. 1:x OJS (~SK) E• Re<orJ<
,\UR,\I, GUERRll I.A· I P. EX OJ6 (6_.8~) fa Rc"'rJ•
RAHM"1' · 7", WAWA 01 (6-'88) l.>IJ R«m•I<
JOGGERS & SMOGGERS · Dl.P. EX C>IOIC»I (11-'89) Ex RccvrJ•
TREAf · splil MC, KZ 02 ( \ .' 1)C)) C<'nvulsion C\.Sscllc.~
1.IED llER Sff.INKUll'IER.
EX (}I) (l·"Xl)
Rcconh
DEAD FISll · JT0/10", EX !~MC/EX 044 (6-'90) fa Record.<
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RALBiiR, P.O.Box 14767,1001 LG Amslerdam, Holland;
THE EX, P.O.Box 635, 1000 AP Amslerdam, Holland.
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Hurray! Pbranc ls back and in a welcome change from last year's "l
BnJoy Being a Girl" LP, her new record avoids her prior pitfalls of
being overproduced and campy. Don't get me wrong, she's still a bit
nerdy, intergrating film titles into the appropriotely named "Hitchcock"
-"You were flying Horth By Northwest, you were climbing 39 Steps, and I
watched through my Rear Window as you walked away", but even at her
goofiest s he stil doesn't make you wince like you might at a bunch a
trekkies doing Kr. Spock impersonations. At her worst she's your crazy
uncle Bob at the family reunion telling jokes older than bis teeth, at
her best the incredibly cool older s ister who always seemed to be one
step ahead of your thinking. The singing is brilliant, frequently
shifting gears from delicate to strong and demanding Pbranc is truly a
vocalist, knowing that passion is often the most important part of one' s
performance. There's some fun little songs here too, "64 Ford" which
proclaims "It's not crazy for a girl to love her car","Surfer Girl" an
acapella 60's style torch song, and "Gertude Stein" a 110ck cover of
Pablo Picasso with a few lyric changes- "Yben she walked down the street
girls could not resist her stare, Gertude Stein never got called an
asshole, except by Alice". Al so some very sweet love songs which boldly
but non-obtrusively state their female subject. To me the high point of
the entire LP is "Tipton", an ode to the late Billy Tipton who spent her
life masquerading as a llllln, playing piano in a big band, building up
~intensity with only 11 guitar and voice to bold up the
framework it leaves me teary eyed and that's a lot!
Although Pbranc would label herself a folksinger she certainly
avoids any stereotypes of sluggish hippies drowning in Peter Pau l and
Mary. This primarily acoustic album is far from placid, the minimal
instrumentation is easily overlooked for the general fullness of sound
achieved and the songs bring this LP much closer to a fine pop record.
Play it for your parents and see if the lyrics get noticed.
..
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PO BOX 64 9 Cambridge ,
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BAND/ LABEL ADDRESSES
BIUITHODILE: 3 sonq single on HOM£STEAD r ecords, all three women
put o ut •zincs o f their own, I have n't seen t hem yet but here's
the addresses TEENACE CANG DEBS $2+2 sta•ps, po box 1754,
Bethesda, MD 20827-1754; GI RL GERMS $l+stamp , po box 1473 Olympia
WA 98507; ACTION TEEN $2+2 sta•ps , sa• e address as Teen.Gang Debs
MUDWIMIN: 3 song singl e on IMP r ecords, $3 PO Box 34 , Portland,
OR 97207
AUTOCLAVE: 3 song single on OI SKORD r ecords, 3819 Beecher ST NW
Wash.,OC 20007 or Oox 7154 Olya pia Wash . ,98507
JACK 'O' NUTS: 2 song single on SOL label, band addr ess is Cent er
of Malconti nence, PO Box 1144 Athe ns GA 30601
COME: 2 song single on SUOPOP, probabl y snatched up by collec t o r
scum and unavailable but try 1932 Pirst Ave, suit e 1103, Seattle
Wa 98101
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ANGRY WOMEN, Reasearch Publications #.13, available from
Last Gasp, 2180 Bryant, San Fran., CA 94110, 415-824-6636
At last Reasearch Publications have put out something worth
buying. ANGRY WOMEN collects interviews with 16 stereotype
smashing women perfonners- Diamanda Galas, Kathy Acker Annie
Sprinkle , Karen Finley, Wanda Coleman, Susie Bright and many more
share the ir insights about sex, race, language and destroying
society 's constra ints. An impressive work from the modern day
Medusa on the cover to the poisonous flowers bordering each page ,
AMGRY WOMEN is a must have.

INCITING DESIRE ($3 343 Sequel Ave, Suite
·
151 , Santa Cruz, CA 95062)
A sex 'zine that aspires to appeal to all
preferences . fl was mostly homo with stories,
photos, poems and more . MOTi
FEMZINE ($3? 2 Bloor St W, Ste 100, Box
Femzine 120 Toronto, Ont . , MAW 3£2 Canada)
is huge and packed with articles
on civil disobedience, sexism in the h
scene, interviews with the bands Chick!~dcore
~Bliilk and Mourning Sickness and tons more
•
g and necessary.
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Impressions of Camille pagHa, as interviewed
in Spin, Oct . 1991

*********************************************
1.

Give or take a few drops o! Vite-Out~,
she has reviewed herself in this dieaiseal

ot

AC'? uP:

Ske. is showing such contempt and scorn for
other people's spiritual values. The idea that you
attack
and declare that you
override all
other human concerns, this kind of thing is a
She.. seemsto have
disaster. It's infantile.
·hc.r own private psychological agenda; sh( is
addicted to rage and site has no philosophical
understanding of life, of the kind that was
demonstrated by Gandhi and Martin Luther
King, Jr.

2.

3.

Rort on Downey, Jr . in skir ts .
BPD • Plash i n the pan .
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INTERN.l\TIONJlL MUSIC

Making Music, Making Waves
All-female Chinese roc:l! groujJ tests limil~. finds aca/Jlm1.ce ha.rd 11ven from male 111.usiciam
By James L. Tyson
StioJI .,;,..-of fhtoChtN-ofl x~fl(·~

=====ttw•o=====

A

l,f, Yu .fin has to clo is
~witch

on ht?r keyhonrd,
k:m lnlo a few uolt'!" 1 amf
!"he lu~.'\ cl<'fit.-cl t•li•111Pllc in China
\Vilh ~1·um~h darin~ lo m"kc MA.·
donn• ~crm like Mary l'lllJ•hl~.
Unlike MMlunna, M•. Yu feel•

nn <"of1m1m11'1nn lo Oaunl ~n<'rilcgc
or lo OolllW<' nhnul lhc s:lngc lu
gutcl

htinC lingerif'".

Yu and ol htr mt•mh<'rs or Co·
hrn, China.·s Orsl all-womnn rock·
nntl·rull lmucl, lm·ak 11lr.nty of
ircmda.d proprirli<'s: :.imply hy
traring inlo a few m:uing bars of
c:la"l~ir Holling S.tu11•s:.
Cohm Is •ri:nahly the frocsl
'amt hol:lrM fore<' for (rminism in
'.~-.cnnnlry when· lhc•:st81e-con·

trolled ""womt~n·s 1111.vC'mcnt" is a."'
reslmlned and prcdlrtablc as a
,garden clu\J mcctiug.
· 'The lradlllnn:d tun(•CJJI for

what. women 1n China shm1M do is
,10 give ·birth lo dlll<lrcn ancl yo1111g woman :u. Si\Yiug •rter lhe
conk,• !';hy~ \Van~ Xinofang 1 Co· concert.
bra's dnmuncr.
·
OfOclol" have i111llcalcd lhal
· •chinc~~c 1>eopl<' tradiUonA.IJy lh• ·band is unlikely lo ii•in apdon'l lhh\k wom\•n •:l\n twhit-ve 1uoval to pll\Y before AIArgt'! audl·
anything, bul I think we ~•n cn<:e n~A1n, Mys Yu.
nchic••e a rot; slw -"'IY•, swecplnl(
Apprnprinlely, Cobrn wA.1 con·
hrr palm lhroui:h" hr:od nf SJJikcy C'civrd during the ('111•horic Uri·
hlack holr Unlcd brown al the jing Sprint: in 1989. It m•de lls
liJ'1.
nr..l 1mL~ic soon after the ~nms·
l!:ven members of tlll·malc rock .sacrc or 1>ro·drmocrncy nctivis;t.,

Yu. "llul lhe song.• I pl•ycd wilh mony, C'ohr;1 1clmkc., eonformily
the :Jlale ~roup lacked life; I c0tn under .sodali..c;m lntL lnwk.s ;nvrty
express n1Ysclf wilh Cobra," sho. from •nllJ!Cllling lhc political ol·
Yu qull the China Light Mu- lernativc:

"''IY'l·:n."('nlhlc
·
in June hl
~lc

~JJl'IHI

more Clme lrA1ll1lft Col>rn .

Ju.-.t liJ.·p," uuulmtm iu Ids ""'"
.Jeffrey Checo, nn i\merlr•n
vril1ttfflhr.mum,
music procluccr bl\Sctl ht I huu~
.~flli.~fit'fl,
Kong. snys lh•l lhc b•nd's bii:t:~l I tltm 'I luwa lo be 111'1 .\11nur as
111/tm-x.
conlrilmtion to mu~lc could he In
how It ada11L, Chinese folk Mnf(.~ I tlou't m·1•d 11n1i11. lidwls nr
numr11 .fiw ,{t'JfHL oml r./11/lll'x,
J!fOUl)S lwlltlle Cohra because
lh~t.Jun~. a.-. the va.oi;l 1101icc a111•:•· <tml traditional instruments lo
the gender
1ncnibcr.;. Al· rains •clzcd disslclenls nalinn· rork.
Ami/ d1m"t lmvo to bv tlwsuuw
lhnuj(h m:my of China's nm.le nm· wide. Dul band memher.i daim
u.~tlmm,
Cobra plnys ;, h:'\11dfol of lrmli·
skians tru1111Jel a flcfianl mes· lhey came together not l>eeause lional songs lik<' .. Ui<.ling Hor.-r!" I tlm1'1 1wt•d a lwrl to .dr.c11 mt.
>age, lhr.y ironirally fail
on th~ Mnunlnin," :'\ I'm safi.~finl um/ hrflllhJJ.
lo appredalc C:nhr.t's
Skhu~n lm•c sou)(, hy Just lil.·n o mmlmuu in Ids ou111
own feminist ic:omJ+ The band stands tall as a symbol of
harmonizin~ lhc mt>fo·
J>l'illflll!flrumm.

or u...

rm

or

cla.Cim.
dlr., anti 1>rodcling thr.
"A lot o( mt'n who defiance by playing at full volume songs
tunrs willl ;t rc1ck ln·al.
Th~ h:'\n<I slauds Cnll
11h\y rul'k·:uul·mll cfo· by the Beatles, Dire Strolls, and other
s11i::fe u..Ci anti s.i.y thrr~·s
:i,c; n.~ymhoJ or drOanrf'
groups whose music Is officially viewed
by ployinl( lll full volno way we'll ploy wrll."
ttC'cordinl( lo \'11. "'Hut as part of a capitalist conspiracy to
ume songs hy lhc Ur:t·
anrr lt('ating l l.'i, many subvert socialism. Yet, band members
tics, Dire SlraiLc;, n.ml
or them hnvc d1;1n~t'fl say that because their repertoire Is
other groUJlS whO."l'
mu•ic
is olficially
their miml'i mul ac·
controversial they do not feel compelled vtrwcd as nnrtnr n tap·
cc11h'fl u!;,· ~he Sa.vs.
f!ohm :-i: !"tK'i;1I OV•'f• In their own songs lo strike directly al
italis~ conspimt'Y to
subvert :;oclall<m.
lonr.s h:wt offc11tll"<l 110L issues that are politically proscribed.
jnf.t scxisls but nl~> offi·
Government lentlrrs
ar11uncnlly allu\Y Ute
dais from A tn1alilari:m
nnl<lc of Cobm lo conr<'gime th<ll deems nny
)!ro111• hcyon<l Its t•o11lrol n 1mh•n· of di~conlcnL wilh ~lntr rrprr~ · tinuc as a rnucous l·t>untrrrmh1l, lo
tia.I cnrmy. Lik<' olher rock gr0111>_.. sion but bt"causc or a lmtlhin~ for tll~ ht('('S.~:mt clronc of Stal~ 1110·
In Brijin,K, Cohrn 11crtorm." wilh lh~ slatc·a11provccl, kil<chy rencll- p:tJ.t:UUl:t. Unnd mrmh('r.:; say llmt
henm.'Oc their ft"l1'~rtolfl• is al·
lhc lhrrn1 Uml o!nrinls will pull lion.s or Chhtrsc folk :i:;onJ.t,-..
· AH lml one or Cobra'!!; m~m· rt"atly contmvc~ial, lh<'Y do 1101
lhl" 1•lu~ 011 Ch<'ir m·t nt any lhnt".
The hnnd 1..,, yoor Sllrr~l up n hr.r~ have •penl yeors with slnle fed t'f1mp..,Jlc1l in tlll'lr c1w1• .so11).ts
IJcijing t'onctrt :tudk•nt·e ~o m11ch bnncls, Jlfaylng t>ttt ver..;lon.~ or h•.~Crikc dircdly ;:lf is.~'t('s tlmtnrc
Iha! ll• Orsl larl(l' public J>Nform· folk song,~ over and ovrr ag:\ln on 110Jitically proscribed. So when
anc<' 1urncd ont 10 he Its l._<l.
thr S\C'C'nrdicm, dukimrr, l)i:mo, Cnbnt sing~ a.hout Chirn11 it ron·
•11 Is "-' if my fcclinl}' were and ~rim, a bowed instrument. dcmns people's JH\.'-~i\'(' 3Ct'Cll•
lam.:e of r~prt'S.~ion but shies
Imming and I co11M even h(l'~r lhc with two slrings.
wondcrfnl Mnnd of my blood now
"I love folk MO~< ployed from away from calJing for widr~prcn<l
M 11 wcnl gurgling on," lho maga. Jhe heart lh•l lruly ex1ircss lhc aclivism.
~Inc "'\Vomen·s frleml" quot~d a feelings of lhc Han 1ico11lc," S'IY8
In one piece in lhr~c·p<1rt har-

llut iu :1tJt•a."I 011l~ scH1J.:, Cobm
lh<' torntd·up nu.sr~ of
China's veteran revolulionary
h\'C'<\k~

Jc~ch!l'S.

The bancl routinely tilay~ '"Nnn·
niw:m,'" nn ohl Cnmmuni~t. l'arty
~tlllhrm t•xlollin>( rJri~A(IC 35H, lhe
unit led hy ~enlor lcndt•r Wang

Zhen cturing the rcvolullon.
Rut Cohr.t dots nuc sing lht~
lyrie• - "Uri!(~cl• :1:-,!l i< lhc

0

mrnlcl, fl-L's

~o forw~rd

and

giVl!

thc-m ffl'Sh Oo\\'l"fS'" - to the
.iead)'. lrilf he•• familiar lo Ghi·
nrs~. h\.."il('ad, thr hand ;u-t·('nfs
tilt.' otrbcal by J)la,ying the song ht
rcgg;t<~.

·

"'Mayht• \Vong Zhen wcmM he
to11d1C'cl ii ht• hr•ml u."' play tht"
mf'lody," ....ays g11itari.sL Xiao N:\u
with a grin.
'"\'(•s. ::1rtcr alt we're makin~
rClck-amt·roll wilh Chin~t· dinr·
at'lrrJsCks, along lhC 1ntth or ~0·
cinH~m!" st')'S Mii;. \Vun>t lhc
drummer with a l(i~le, la1111.,t0n·
lnK a maxim of 1>:u·amount. lcadrr
Ocug Xlao1Jl11g.

Contraceptive Methods-For Men
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Can you think of a male contraceptive other than the
condom and vasectomy?
Probably not, and for good
reason- though more than
eight methods now exist,
none has been publicized.
The methods include:
• Nonsurgical vasectomy;
• Permanent contraception
by injection-an injection of
chemicals is used to close off
the vas deferens (sperm
ducts), rather than cutting
them surgically;
• Potentially reversible contraception by injectible plug;
• Potentially reversible contraception in which a plug, or
"!>hug," is implanted in the
vas deferens in an operation
similar to vasectomy;
• Temporary injectible contraception-the interior of
the vas deferens is coated with
a sperm-killing solution that
remains effective for up to
five years and can be reversed
with a simple injection;
• Wet-heat method-uses
heat to impair sperm maturation; the testes are bathed in
hot water every night for
three weeks, providing six
months of contraception;
• Artificial cryptorchidismspecial jockey shorts are worn
during the day to hold the

ten minutes once every six
months, efficiently achieving
the heat effect. This may also
be a permanent method in
much greater doses.
Any of these methods
would improve the health,
economic status, and survival
rates of women in all countries where inadequate medical care makes many female
birth control methods unsafe
or unavailable. All of these
methods are nonhormonal
(and thus not prone to complicated side effects). T\\IO of
the methods (artificial Our
cryptorchidism and wet
heat) require little or no doctor intervention and could be
put to use immediately.

Do you wonder why you've
never heard of these? Research bias plays a large part.
Male-directed funding agencies find reasons not to fund
research on male contraceptives; male researchers are reluctant to tinker with the
male body. As a result, the
public is not aware of alternative methods. Scientific and
governmental establishments
then claim that there is no demand for these methods.
How can this be changed?
Read up on the subject and
make it one of your priorities.
The more that women share
this information, the more
".hange will come. (Additional
esources: Issues ill Reprod11cBodies, :ve Teclmology--An Anthology,
ed. H. B. Holmes, Garland
Press; or contact Elaine Lissner, P. 0. Box 449, Santa
Cruz, Calif. 95061.)
-Elaine Lissner
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Rockline Report:

FOR A GOOD TIME,
CALL 437 -9593
We've had the RAS Rock Line in operation for a
year now. It hasn't exactly been ringing off the hook,
but we get a steady 4-5 calls a week from all over the
map. Onrcaller saw an RAS flier at a flea market
outside Edison. New Jersey.
Most people just call and listen. Only a few leave
their messages of their own. And they seldom leave
their own name and number so we can call them
back-- even when they ask us to. Maybe their minds
go numb after experiencing the power and creativity
of the pre-recorded message. But I doubt it.
Some don't leave their names on purpose. One
caller identified himself as a "part time DJ," and
said that he saw our flier. He thought we "had some
good ideas, but..." had to give us a condescending
lecture about how we "don't understand how
broadcasting works." (Unfortunately, we do... that's
the problem.) Sooner or later, he said, we'd
discover that popular music is market driven, and
we can't change people's tastes by censoring.
Apparently this "part-time DJ" didn't bother to really
read the filer, he just wanted to talk. Lonely, maybe.
I could understands why.
Thanks to the volunteers who came over to the
Kilmarnock Brewery to tape messages. We need
more. It's really easy: just bring your favorite
background music (no CDs) and a list of all the
things you think no one else can live without knowing
for the next couple of weeks. The we have a few
beers, then we record. We'll get the pinball machine
fixed soon, I promise.
If you don't want to actually record a message, but
want to put an announcement on the line, just call and
leave the details. We'll put it on the next message.
You don't get any free games on the pinball, but it's
broken anyway.
Thanks also to people who sent stuff in: Intensive
Care from Charlene. NC sent their LP "Assault
Down Memory Lane" (reviewed elsewhere in this
Issue) and Band of Susans from NYC sent a really
great t-shlrt.
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send $10.00 check or M.O. to:
KEN WITHERS
108 PETERBOROUGH STREET #7E

BOSTON, MA02215
All proceeds go to RAS
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If Not For Anita
(

h

If not for Anita
Those posters and photos
Would be calendar pages
And not exploitation,
Dominion and vice.
And if not for Anita
Those comments and hoots
Would remain unacknowledged
While riding away.
For it's now not enough
·To say "offices, locker rooms,
men's clubs and Playboy
Aren't part of my world,
So I don't have to care,"
And it isn't enough
To throw money at shelters,
Or to took at the hookers
Without wondering why,
Because now, since Anita,
51 ain't a dollar,
And half of the world
Should be half as important,
And questions arise,
Like where are the rapists,
While the victims degrade,
And where do wives go
When their homes are unsafe?
And the shelf that supports
Our Bodies, Our Selves
Seems shaky and fragile...
Like Roe vs. Wade.

But the workers still struggle,
And the death squad~., still roam,
And the natives have yet
To regain their just due,
Education falls short,
As do health care and jobs,
AIDS spreads like wildfire,
While ozone depletes,
And the benches and gutters
hold human debris.
Oil runs our nation,
While PAC's govern funding,
And corporate ethics
Are contrasting terms.
This isn't the time
for another agenda,
But now, since Anita,
Is there even a choice?

Siouxie D (Sue Davidson)

